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Abstract
What explains the ebb and flow of religion? Some U.S. sociologists have argued that the demand for

religion is relatively constant throughout history and across cultures and thus the fluctuations in

religion are better accounted for by the supply-side factors such as the number and vigour of religious

suppliers. Religious economies operate like commercial economies. Competition is said to be as

beneficial for religion as it is for mundane products and results in greater religious vitality and overall

levels of participation. This thesis is contrary to traditional secularisation theory, which maintained

that religious pluralism undermined the plausibility and survival of all faiths. The religious market

model and its supporting rational choice theory are examined in this essay. The bold claims of the

model are not borne out by the empirical evidence. While the religious market model generates useful

insights and data, its limits need to be observed.

The relationship between economics and religion is an intriguing and complex subject.1 Broadly, the

possibilities (Welch and Mueller, 2001) would seem to range from economics and religion being

essentially separate and even incompatible, economics being in the service of religion, religion

operating in the service of economics and, finally, the two working together in a ‘dialectical’

relationship of ‘ambiguous tension’ (Haddorff, 2000, pp. 486, 494).

Exploration of these fascinating linkages is beyond the scope of this essay. Rather, it is one

branch2 of the overall academic investigation of the connections between economics and religion –

the economic analysis of religion – that is my present interest. This recent,3 burgeoning work can be

seen as an offshoot of the wide-ranging and pioneering project of Nobel Prize winner, Gary Becker

and others to extend economic analysis to hitherto non-commercial arenas such as crime, the family

and so on (Oslington, 2003, vol. 1, pp. ix, xiv). The economic analysis of religion itself has three main

strands (see Iannaccone, 1998). There is, first, analysis of religious behaviour at the individual (or

household) level4 and, secondly, at the religious institution or group level.5 It is the third strand, the

aggregate or societal level, that is the specific focus of this paper, however. I am interested in the

notion of a ‘religious economy’ or ‘market’ and the attempts by scholars in this subfield to demon-

strate how different market structures affect levels of religious participation.

1 For a comprehensive recent anthology, see Oslington (2003).

2 Other branches (see Iannaccone, 1998, p. 1466) include: (a) the study of the economic consequences of
religion; and (b) religious and theological critiques of economics and markets (described as ‘religious
economics’). Max Weber’s The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism (1985 (originally published in
1904–05)) is a famous example of the former. Pope John Paul II’s Encyclical, Centesimus Annus, 1 May 1991,
is a notable example of the latter.

3 The first formal economic model of religious behaviour is credited to Azzi and Ehrenberg (1975): see
Iannaccone (1998, p. 1480).

4 See, e.g., Azzi and Ehrengberg’s (1975) household production model of church attendance and contributions:
individuals allocate their time and goods among religious and secular commodities so as to maximise
lifetime and afterlife utility. See also Loveland (2003).

5 See, e.g., Iannaccone (1992, 1994); Barros and Garoupa (2002).
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The idea that churches and other religious groups are in a sort of competitive marketplace is

something contemporary religious institutions readily appreciate, even if they do not like it.

Moreover, some, but not necessarily all, religious bodies, may reluctantly conclude that the prosper-

ity of the faith dictates they resort to sophisticated Madison Avenue marketing strategies to retain

and woo their followers. Religion is a commodity and worldly techniques may be availed of to

further more lofty goals.6 Recent critical analyses with titles such as Selling God, Consuming Religion

and The Market-Driven Church explore (and deplore) the merits of this development.7

The emphasis upon competition as a, if not, the key variable in religious vitality is at the core of

what has been described, somewhat immodestly, as ‘a new paradigm’8 in the sociology of religion.

The content of this new paradigm is surprisingly difficult to pinpoint precisely,9 but, according to

its principal promulgators, it analyses religion as primarily a social (and not psychological10)

phenomenon; moreover, as one that can helpfully illuminated by utilising economic analysis and

methods.11 For Stephen Warner (2002, pp. 5, 8), who coined the label ‘new paradigm’, the ‘crux’ of it is

the notion that disestablishment, where it has occurred, means that religious groups must now

persuade and not command their would-be adherents. Peter Berger (1998, p. 794) makes a similar point,

noting that in late modernity members of religious institutions ‘will always remember that they

have chosen to belong to them and that this choice could in principle be revoked. Such institutions

are, by definition, voluntary associations.’ And, finally, Roger Finke and Rodney Stark (2003, p. 100):

‘The most significant feature of the religious economy is the degree to which it is deregulated and

therefore market-driven as opposed to being regulated by the state in favour of monopoly.’ The new

paradigm theorists also ‘have in common a bias that it is a mistake to assume that religious people

are, to put it bluntly, benighted’ (Warner, 2002, p. 6). If the old paradigm social scientists were overly

eager to pronounce the withering of religion (thereby betraying an implicit anti-religious orienta-

tion: Smith (2003, pp. 23–4), the new paradigm scholars seek to redress that by emphasising that

rumours of religion’s death are ‘greatly exaggerated’ (Iannaccone, Finke and Stark 1997, p. 363). The

research is rich and varied, but at least two interrelated strands appear to form the core.

6 This is not a recent development. As Laurence Moore (1994, p. 7) observes: ‘The argument is not that religion
has only recently found it necessary to embrace techniques of commercial expansion to get ahead.
Commercial aspects of religion are traceable in any century . . . Martin Luther complained about the sale
of indulgences.’

7 Moore (1994); Miller (2003); Middlemann (2004).

8 Stark and Finke (2000, pp. 27–41). For a ‘refined’ version of their 2000 book, see Starke and Finke (2002). It
appears that the announcement of a new paradigm was first declared by Warner (1993).

9 According to Warner (2002, pp. 4–5), the new paradigm is not defined simply by its use of economic imagery
or reasoning, nor is it identical with rational choice theory. He contends that Peter Berger made use of the
market metaphor and Weber made extensive use of rational choice reasoning. The first point is accurate
enough but the second is surely anachronistic. Warner argues (2002, p. 7) that the new paradigm does not
require the adoption of an economist’s rational choice assumptions. Chaves and Gorski (2001, p. 274) urge
that the supply-side approach (competitive religious markets foster religion) ‘should be distinguished from
the broader agenda’ of the new paradigm.

10 ‘ The old paradigm directs social scientists to dig as deeply as necessary in order to uncover the ‘‘real’’ causes
of religious phenomena. Thus, religious movements, for example, are always traced back to social causes
such as war, financial depressions (or booms), overpopulation, and the like,’ Stark and Finke (2000, p. 33).
Under the old paradigm ‘religion is explained as an epiphenomenon, serving as a salve for social ills’ Finke
and Stark (2003, p. 96). ‘The old paradigm says that secularization (meaning declining religious conviction)
is a function of the increasing implausibility of religious doctrines, which is in turn due to the demise of
religious monopoly . . . ’ Warner (2002, p. 3).

11 ‘If stressing the social aspect of religion is a hallmark of the new paradigm, its most innovative theoretical
feature is to identify religion as a subsystem within the social system: a religious economy’ (Stark and Finke,
2000, p. 30).
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First, Rational Choice Theory (RCT) contends that people, in their religious lives, act by and large

‘rationally’. I will return to this key term later, but for now let us content ourselves with the assertion

by Stark and Finke (2000, p. 36), two leading theorists in this field, ‘that when faced with choices,

humans try to select the most rational or reasonable option’.

Secondly, it is argued by Stark et al. that we can understand a lot about the fluctuations in

religions if we conceive of them as jostling against each other in a sort of religious economy or

market. I will call this the Religious Market Model (RMM). It is this strand I wish to concentrate upon

in this paper. Iannaccone, Finke and Stark (1997, p. 351), explain:

‘In speaking of ‘‘religious markets’’ we implicitly model religion as a commodity – an object of

choice and production. Consumers choose what religion (if any) they will accept and how exten-

sively they will participate in it . . . People can and often do change their religion or levels of religious

participation. As with other commodities, this ability to choose constrains the producers of religion.

Under competitive conditions, a particular religious firm will flourish only if it provides a commod-

ity at least as attractive as its competitors’. And as in other markets, government regulation can

profoundly affect the producers’ incentives, the consumers’ options, and the aggregate equilibrium.’

The RMM theorists’ central claim is that the ‘demand’ for religion is relatively stable and constant

(across history, cultures and nations) and thus the ebb and flow of religious activity is better

accounted for by ‘supply-side’ factors, such as the number and vigour of religious suppliers (and,

in turn, state regulation of such supply). In simple terms, competition is ‘good’ for religion and

government policy fostering competition likewise benefits religious consumers.

This argument – competition (or, its usual proxy, pluralism) is good for religion – is highly

controversial. The traditional view is the exact opposite – religious competition harms all religions:

‘For years sociologists of religion agreed that the relationship [between religious pluralism and

religious participation] was negative – that pluralism undermined participation. The best

known version of this theory was advanced by Peter Berger [The Sacred Canopy] (1969). He

argued that religious pluralism reduces religious vitality through its effect on plausibility: The

more worldviews there are, the less plausible each seems and the less religious belief and

activity there will be.’ (Chaves and Gorski, 2001, p. 261)

In the wake of religious diversity, ‘people realise that different religions have different, and sometimes

contradictory, versions of religious truth. Increasingly they ask, ‘‘How can they all be right?’’ Doubt

increases, conviction wanes, and religious participation declines’ (Olson, 2002, p. 156). The eventual result

of exposure to competing faiths is that ‘religion loses its quality as taken-for-granted truth’ (Voas, Olson

and Crockett, 2002, p. 212); the plausibility structures and institutions, the ‘sacred canopy’ (as Berger

memorably depicted it) is pierced, and religious involvement generally declines. ‘Only monopolies, it was

asserted, can sustain the authority on which all religions depend’ (Stark and Finke, 2000, p. 31).

By contrast:

‘advocates of a ‘‘religious economies’’ or a ‘‘supply-side’’ model . . . have argued that the tradi-

tional view is backwards – that religious pluralism is positively associated with religious

participation. For them, the key mechanism is not plausibility but competition. Starting from

the assumption that ‘‘religious economies are like commercial economies,’’ they argue that

competition among religious groups increases the quantity and quality of religious products

available to consumers and, consequently, the total amount of religion that is consumed.’12

(Chaves and Gorski, 2001, p. 262)

12 The quoted phrase is from Finke and Stark (1988, p. 42).
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There is plenty at stake here – at least for sociologists of religion. The RMM indirectly challenges

the ‘orthodox’ (Bruce, 1999, p. 29) model of secularisation since ‘many secularisation theories

implicitly or explicitly argue that religious pluralism will undermine religious belief’ (Olson, 2002,

p. 156). According to the secularisation thesis – one of sociology’s bedrock tenets13 and the ‘dominant

view’ (Gorski, 2003, p. 111) within the discipline – modernisation is meant to see the decline in

religion. Modernisation brings diverse peoples and faiths into closer contact, and thus religious

pluralism contributes to the decline wrought by the other main concomitants of modernisation –

industrialisation, urbanisation, rationalisation and so on.14 The supply-side theorists turn the

orthodox model ‘on its head’ (Casanova, 2003, p. 21): modernised societies marked by religious

pluralism may witness vibrant participation in religion.

In the next section I outline the RMM, including the empirical evidence for the key argument

advanced by the RMM theorists that a competitive environment is a better thing for religion than a

monopolised religious market. The following section examines a number of objections to the

religious economy approach. I conclude with some brief observations on the overall merits of the

idea of a religious market.

The religious market model

The notion of a competitive market in faiths or a religious economy is hardly novel. It was inevitable

that someone would eventually draw a parallel between reasoned choices and rivalry in matters of

faith and choices in the mundane matters of life such as clothes, refrigerators and dentistry. Perhaps,

the thought emerged, religion really is no more immune from the laws of supply and demand than

anything else.15

Actually, as Stark and Finke duly acknowledge (2000, p. 36), traces of the idea of a competitive

religious market can be found in no less a foundational economic treatise than Adam Smith’s The

Wealth of Nations.16 Smith offered brief, albeit suggestive, comments on the virtues of competition,

evils of monopoly and perils of government regulation of religion in his magnum opus. A plan of ‘no

ecclesiastical government . . . [i]f it had been established . . . would probably . . . have been productive

of the most philosophical good temper and moderation with regard to every sort of religious

principle’ (1776, book V, Ch. 1, part III, article III). He added, apparently thereby advocating a

deconcentrated religious marketplace: ‘yet provided those [religious] sects were sufficiently numer-

ous, and each of them consequently too small to disturb the publick tranquillity, the excessive zeal of

each for its particular tenets could not well be productive of any very hurtful effects, but, on the

contrary, of several good ones’ (ibid.).

A founding father of the American republic, James Madison, was of a similar mind. The

constitutional principle of dispersing concentrated political power applied equally to concentrations

13 ‘Comte, Durkheim, Marx and Weber, all developed some form of secularization theory, arguing that there
was a causal link between modernization and the decline of traditional religion. They differed only with
respect to the nature of this link . . .’ (Woodhead, Heelas and Davie, 2003, p. 4).

14 Smith (2003, pp. 20–23) points to the failure of sociologists adequately to explain precisely how and why
these social changes or forces had their supposed adverse effects upon religion.

15 Stark and Finke (2002, p. 32) resent what they say is the misrepresentation of the use of their term ‘religious
economy’ as tantamount to ‘a descent into vulgar materialism with utter disregard for the social aspects of
faith.’ Rather, they defend, ‘faith and doctrine are central’ to their work (ibid.).

16 For the ‘discovery’ of Smith’s economic analysis of religion, see Iannaccone (1991) and Anderson (1998).
Some doubt that Smith’s statements on the virtues of religious competition are as clear-cut as writers such as
Anderson claim: see Leathers and Raines (1992, p. 513) who note that Smith’s apparent endorsement of a
laissez-faire policy toward all religious sects ‘was subsequently either qualified or contradicted by his
favourable discussion of the established Church of Scotland’.
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of religious power. The encouragement of a ‘multiplicity of sects’ was desirable, ‘for where there is

such a variety of sects, there cannot be a majority of any one sect to oppress and persecute the rest’.17

Some contend that the concept was carried through to the American Constitution’s guarantee of

religious freedom in the First Amendment. Michael McConnell and Richard Posner (1989, pp. 14, 60)

submit: ‘the First Amendment can be understood as positing that the ‘‘market’’ – the realm of private

choice – will reach the ‘‘best’’ religious results; or, more accurately, that the government has no

authority to alter such results . . . Freedom of religion can be understood as a constitutionally

prescribed free market for religious belief.’

Peter Berger (1969, pp. 137–8), writing in the late 1960s of the growing religious pluralism in the

West, observed:

‘The pluralistic situation is, above all, a market situation. In it, the religious institutions become

marketing agencies and the religious traditions become consumer commodities. And at any rate

a good deal of religious activity in this situation comes to be dominated by the logic of market

economics . . . the religious groups are transformed from monopolies to competitive market

agencies. Previously, the religious groups were organized as befits an institution exercising

exclusive control over a population of retainers. Now, religious groups must organize themselves

in such a way as to woo a population of consumers, in competition with other groups having the

same purpose.’

Writing in the early 1970s, the French scholar, Pierre Bourdieu, described ‘the struggle for the

monopoly over the legitimate exercise of religious power over the laity and the administration of the

goods of salvation’.18 Terry Rey (2004, pp. 331–2) helpfully summarises Bourdieu’s contribution:

‘Several of [Bourdieu’s] central concepts, such as habitus, capital and field, can help us better

understand the dynamics of the interaction between the individual and the social dimensions of

religion. For example, the religious field like any other field, is an arena of competition (le

concurrence), in which agents and institutions struggle over the production, accumulation and

control of the legitimate forms of capital particular to the religious field – the ‘‘over forms’’ of

religious capital. In any given religious field this competition squares itself mainly between the

orthodox hierarchy on the one hand and the heresiarch and his or her; following on the

other . . . [One can identify examples of the] struggle between orthodoxy and the heresiarchy

over the production and administration of important forms of ‘‘religious capital’’, such as

sacraments, community membership, moral sanction and the ensurance of salvation, enlight-

enment, or holiness – that is, of ‘‘the goods of salvation’’ (‘‘les biens de salud ’’).’

The religious market idea then has its antecedents. However, the fullest outworking of the

concept was to await the prolific writings of a cadre of U.S. sociologists. The centrepiece and

culmination of this literature is Stark and Finke’s Acts of Faith (2000). The authors explain

‘A religious economy is a subsystem of all social systems . . . It encompasses all of the religious

activity going on in any society. We use the term ‘‘economy’’ in order to clarify that, in terms of

certain key elements, the religious subsystem of any society is entirely parallel to the sub-

system involved with the secular (or commercial) economy: both involve the interplay of

supply and demand for valued products. Religious economies consist of a market of current

17 Quoted in Adams and Emmerich (1990, p. 15). In the Federalist No. 51, Madison commented: ‘In a free
government the security for civil rights must be the same as that for religious rights. It consists in the one
case in the multiplicity of interests, and in the other in the multiplicity of sects’ (quoted ibid., p. 47). See
further Eisgruber (1995).

18 Bourdieu (1971, pp. 319–20); quoted in Rey (2004, p. 340).
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and potential followers (demand), a set of organizations (suppliers) seeking to serve that

market, and the religious doctrines and practices (products) offered by the various organiza-

tions. Our application of economic language to things often regarded as ‘‘sacred’’ is meant

neither to offend nor as mere metaphor. Rather, we shall show the immense explanatory power

that can be gained by applying elementary principles of economics to religious phenomena at

the group or social level . . . As Adam Smith recognized . . . the most significant single feature of

a religious economy is the degree to which it is unregulated and therefore market-driven, as

opposed to being regulated by the state in favor of monopoly. Herein lies the key to explaining

variations in the ‘‘religiousness’’ of societies, for the founders of the social sciences were

entirely wrong about the harmful effects of pluralism and religious competition. Rather than

eroding the plausibility of all faiths, competition results in eager and efficient suppliers of

religion, just as it does among suppliers of secular commodities, and with the same results: far

higher levels of overall ‘‘consumption.’’ This conclusion rests on the most basic assumption of

all social science: that people try to select the most beneficial line of action.’

(Stark and Finke, 2000, pp. 35–6):

CONSTANCY OF DEMAND

A cornerstone of the RMM is the constancy of religious demand. It is argued that people’s

preferences or needs for religion have not varied greatly in history or across cultures or nations:

‘the desire to participate in organized spiritual activities is naturally high and constant over time.

People have always thirsted for answers to the great mysteries of life and have sought to find

meaning in existence’ (Gill, 1999, p. 308). The assumption of constant religious demand is ‘very

controversial’ (Jelen, 2002, p. 195). Moreover, as Ted Jelen cautions, the supply-side theorists have

been surprisingly slow to provide empirical support for this key presupposition (ibid.). The RMM

theorists insist that supply-side factors are the better guide to religious fluctuations: ‘When people

change churches, or even religions, it is usually not because their preferences have changed, but

because the new church or faith more effectively appeals to preferences they have always had’

(Stark and Finke, 2000, p. 86). These theorists see a need to ‘counteract the tendency to reduce

every religious event to some unobservable change in the popular psyche’ (Iannaccone, Finke and

Stark, 1997, p. 363). That is not to deny the important demand-side explanations of religious

change. Most of these derive from ‘social-psychological theories of social anomie, mass religious

conversion and ‘‘spiritual awakenings’’: people experiencing dramatic social change (e.g. mass

urban migration) will seek out new religions to cope with socio-economic and/or cultural

dislocation’ (Gill, 1999, p. 289). These, concede the religious economies scholars, play a part but –

and this is clearly very difficult to substantiate – it is a comparatively lesser role than the supply-

side forces.

The demand for spiritual answers and comfort, the need to express one’s awe and devotion to the

transcendent or divine, the belief in another realm beyond the temporal, these and related metaphy-

sical needs seem perennial and innate to the human condition. David Yamane (1997, p. 116) suggests

that carried to its logical conclusion, ‘secularization on the individual level results in a totally

privatized religion’. If conventional religious options do not appeal, many people today increasingly

fashion their own spirituality, a sort of ‘do-it-yourself’ eclectic combination of religious themes and

values moulded to suit their personal needs (Woodhead, Heelas and Davie, 2003, p. 8). Some

sociologists refer to this as ‘ ‘‘soft’’ or subjectivized forms of religion or spirituality’ (Woodhead,

Heelas and Davie, 2003, p. 8).19 Stark and Finke (2000, pp. 71–2) dub this ‘subjective religiousness’.

They point to studies that demonstrate that subjective religiousness remains high even in nations

19 Yamane (1997, p. 116) gives the example of supermodel Cindy Crawford, who explained: ‘I’m religious but in
my own personal way. I always say that I have a Cindy Crawford religion – it’s my own’ (Redbook, September
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cited as bastions of secularisation, places where the demand for religion was thought to have long

withered. So, in Scandinavian nations such as Iceland and Denmark, as well as European nations

such as the United Kingdom and West Germany, high percentages of those surveyed still believe in

God or consider themselves ‘religious’, despite only a small percentage attending church regularly.20

Grace Davie (1990) memorably described this phenomenon as ‘believing without belonging’:21

studies indicate the continuation of very high levels of belief in God, an afterlife, heaven and hell

and so on,22 despite low levels of church attendance, membership or other formal affiliation.

Recently, Davie (2000, p. 120) reiterated the perplexing persistence of:

‘the growing numbers of British people who have indeed lost their moorings in the institutional

churches, but not their inclination to believe – as a result belief becomes individualised,

detached, undisciplined and heterogeneous . . . [instances of ] this type of spirituality perplex

the secularist just as much as the Christian believer; they appear, moreover, to be increasing

rather than diminishing at the turn of the millennium . . .’

The distinction between subjective religiousness (internal, enduring, personally held and pri-

vately expressed) and public religiosity (external, fluctuating, involving visible participation in

organised religion) is crucial. It mirrors a broader more nuanced understanding of secularisation,

to which I now turn.

Two concepts of secularisation
‘Secularisation’ is a somewhat slippery term.23 Nonetheless, we may discern at least two related

conceptions.24 The ‘macro’ version, as some call it (see Stark and Finke, 2000, p. 59), gives the term a

broad meaning: it refers to the diminution of religion and religious influence at the societal level and

in public life. Bryan Wilson (1988, p. 954) contends secularisation is:

1992). My favourite is Lance Armstrong (2000). On the night before brain surgery, Armstrong mused (ibid.,
pp. 112–13): ‘I had developed a certain distrust of organized religion growing up [in Texas], but I felt I had the
capacity to be a spiritual person, and to hold some fervent beliefs. . . . At the end of the day, if there was
indeed some Body or presence standing there to judge me, I hoped I would be judged on whether I had lived
a true life, not on whether I believed in a certain book, or whether I’d been baptized.’

20 See Stark and Finke (2000, p. 72); Stark and Iannaccone (1994, pp. 244–7).

21 This phenomenon can also be found in the United States. See Hout and Fischer (2002), who analyse the data
recording the increase in the number of American adults who indicated ‘no religion’ as their religious
preference, a figure that doubled from 7 to 14 per cent between 1991 to 2000. They argue (p. 188) that ‘the
evidence indicates that the new religious dissenters have distanced themselves from the churches, not God.
The data offer no support for conjecture that a long-expected secularization has finally asserted itself. The
majority of this group continue to believe in God and an afterlife. Few are atheists or agnostics. Most pray.
Many reject the ‘‘religious’’ label, but they think of themselves as ‘‘spiritual.’’ . . . the critical feature of most
such people is not their beliefs or personal piety but their estrangement from organized religion.’

22 A complication of course is the reliability of these self-reports. Sociologists refer to ‘preference
falsification . . . a situation in which publicly stated opinions fail to reflect privately held beliefs’ (Froese,
2004, p. 67). In the Soviet Union, high levels of preference falsification were likely to have occurred, viz., a
public profession of atheism may not have reflected a nervous citizen’s true beliefs. Preference falsification
may be present in liberal democracies too, albeit motivated by reasons other than self-preservation.

23 Yamane (1997, p. 112) observes that secularisation ‘has come to mean so many different things to so many
different people that it has in certain respects become meaningless’, but ultimately he decides the concept is
salvageable, if carefully redrawn.

24 There may be even more than two. Berger (2001, p. 196), for instance, recently explained that as well as
‘institutional secularization’ and ‘the secularization of consciousness’ (which correspond, roughly, to macro
and micro secularisation in my discussion), there is a third important dimension to the concept: ‘the
secularization of culture’. A culture permeated by ‘religious cognitive style[s] . . . habits [or] consellation[s]
of emotions’ may, over time, become less so.
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‘that process by which religious thinking, practice and institutions lose social significance, and

become marginal to the operation of the social system. In advanced societies, religion has now

lost that presidency over social activities which once it exercised, as various institutional orders

of social life (the economy, the polity, juridical institutions, education, health, recreation) have

ceased to be under religious control, or ever to be matters of religious concern.’

Sociologists also refer to this as religious ‘differentiation’ – ‘the process whereby social structures

and institutions [such as ‘‘the economy, the state, education, and the family’’ (Yamane, 1997, p. 115)]

once suffused with religious significance are transformed into secular entities’ (Phillips, 2004,

pp. 140–1).25 The ‘deinstitutionalization’ (Stark and Finke, 2000, p. 59) or ‘desacralization’ (Finke

and Stark, 2003, p. 102) – yet more synonyms – is not doubted by anyone, including the supply-side

theorists. The decline in the social significance and influence of religious institutions and the

extirpation of religious symbols and ritual from public life are incontestable. As Steve Bruce (1999,

p. 1) rightly observes, the West is ‘vastly more secular’ than it used to be in this sense – a view ‘held by

almost everyone who has given the matter a moment’s thought’. RMM theorists do not dissent,

indeed, as Stark and Finke (2000, p. 59) remark, ‘[i]f this were all that secularization meant . . . there

would be nothing to argue about’.

The point of difference is the second, ‘micro’ version of secularisation (see Stark and Finke,

2000, pp. 59–60). Traditional secularisation theories link the deinstitutionalisation process to the

widespread erosion in personal religious belief, piety and practices among individuals. ‘The decline

in the societal significance of religious institutions and the decline in religious beliefs and

practices are structurally related. Supposedly, one necessarily leads to the other’ (Casanova,

2003, p. 18). Belief in spiritual beings, forces and realms will, the prediction says, die out and

with it religion itself. Religion, as the Enlightenment prophets foretold, is doomed as modernisa-

tion proceeds (see Norris and Inglehart, 2004, pp. 1, 7). Some sociologists respond that the micro

version of secularisation is a ‘naı̈ve view’; indeed, it is a misrepresentation of secularisation theory

(Yamane, 1997, p. 113). Instead, the core or ‘mature’ meaning was always the macro, deinstitution-

alisation meaning – secularisation never meant the extinction of religion, just its transformation

(Yamane, 1997, pp. 110, 113). Thus clarified, or rather redefined,26 the secularisation thesis can be

salvaged.

The victor in this definitional squabble is not my concern.27 What is, I think, revealing is the

concession by secularisation stalwarts that the narrower, micro, extinction-of-religion version of

secularisation cannot be defended. The most prominent recantation is probably that by Berger: ‘The

big mistake . . . was to believe that modernity necessarily leads to a decline in religion’ (1998,

p. 782).28 The micro version is forcefully rejected by the supply-side scholars who, as noted before,

point to the persistent high levels of ‘subjective religiousness’. We noted before the continued high

measures of spiritual belief in nations well down the path of deinstitutionalisation or macro

25 See also Marwell and Demerath (2003, p. 315).

26 Yamane (1997) calls this narrower version of secularisation, ‘neosecularization’. Phillips (2004, p. 141)
doubts this redefinition strategy is effective: ‘Traditional secularization theories hypothesize that when
social structures and institutions once suffused with religious significance are transformed into secular
entities, people become less religious.’

27 This is an ‘interminable debate’ according to one exasperated scholar: Hervieu-Léger (2001, p. 112).

28 Berger (1998, p. 782) continued: ‘Modernity, as has become increasingly clear, is not necessarily linked to
secularization. It is so in a few areas of the world, notably in Western Europe, and in some internationally
visible groups, notably the humanistically visible intelligentsia. Most of the world today is as religious as it
ever was and, in a good many locales, more religious than ever.’ Bruce believes Berger ‘is confessing to sins he
did not commit’ in his acknowledgement of ‘the big mistake’ (Bruce 2001a, p. 87). Berger, however, stands by
his ‘recantation’ (2001, p. 194).
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secularisation. Deinstitutionalisation does correlate with a decrease in public participation in

organised, institutional religion. It does not, however, mean that individuals are atheists or that

they are no longer interested in or desirous of religious ‘goods’.

Religious market structures compared: why competition is superior to monopoly
The RMM scholars are strongly opposed to religious establishments. They contend that the vices of

monopoly in religious markets mirror the adverse results of monopoly in traditional commercial

markets for vehicles, umbrellas and mince pies. Basic microeconomic theory predicts monopoly

results in decreased consumption, higher prices, restricted choice, production and organisational

slack and, in some theories, retarded innovation (see e.g. Lipsey and Chrystal (1999); Scherer (1987)).

Testing of the RMM has taken two forms: cross-sectional studies comparing several nations at one

point in time, and historical studies of religious fluctuations in a particular nation over time (Olson,

2002, p. 155). The researchers believe that the results fit the theory:

‘Among Protestants, at least, church attendance and religious belief both are higher in countries

with numerous competing churches than in countries dominated by a single church. The pattern

is statistically significant . . . Church attendance rates, frequency of prayer, belief in God, and

virtually every other measure of piety decline as religious market concentration increases. The

relationship remains strong even after controlling for income, education, or urbanization . . . two

key results [emerge]. First, as in secular markets, regulation can critically affect outcomes.

Secondly, the vitality of a religious market depends upon its competitiveness.’

(Iannaccone, Finke and Stark, 1997, pp. 351–352)

To the RMM researchers, the United States’ very high levels of public religiosity are consistent

with its vigorously competitive religious market, whereas the low levels of active public participa-

tion in religion in (say) Scandinavian countries are consistent with the presence of religious

monopolies, that is, state churches (Iannaccone, Finke and Stark, 1997, p. 352). Monopolies, both

historic (medieval Europe) and contemporary (certain Islamic theocracies), are said to be marked

by widespread religious apathy and low rates of public participation in organised religion (Stark

and Iannaccone, 1994, pp. 241–4). There is ‘considerable evidence’ (Introvigne and Stark, 2005, p. 3)

that the RMM is borne out in current religious developments in many regions of the world. For

instance, ‘[t]he massive religious revival in Latin America began as Protestant faiths gained a

sufficient foothold to challenge the negligent Catholic semimonopoly thereby not merely con-

verting millions to intense forms of Christianity, but eventually also stimulating vigorous

Catholic responses’ (Introvigne and Stark, 2005, p. 3). Stark and Finke (2002, p. 42) insist that

‘few current theoretical propositions in the sociology of religion enjoy nearly so extensive an

empirical basis’ as the claim that religious competition results in higher overall levels of religious

participation.

Why competition should stimulate religion is a complex question. One reason commonly

advanced, however, is the inability of any one religious ‘firm’ to satisfy the diverse tastes of religious

consumers. It cannot ‘be at once worldly and unworldly, strict and permissive, exclusive and

inclusive, expressive and reserved, or (as Adam Smith put it) austere and loose’ (Stark and Finke,

2000, p. 199). So, instead of there being a ‘natural monopoly’ (Iannaccone, 1991, p. 159) in religion,

one sees the existence of ‘natural segments’ or ‘market niches’ in the religious market reflecting these

divergent tastes (Stark and Iannaccone, 1994, p. 233). Stark and Finke (2000, pp. 209–13), postulate six

primary ‘niches’ in the American religious economy, ranging from the ‘ultraliberal’ to the ‘ultra-

strict’. Yamane (1997, p. 111) provides a helpful breakdown of the logic of the RMM:

‘Deregulation leads to pluralism, pluralism to competition, competition to specialization of

product (catering to a market niche) and aggressive recruitment, specialization and recruitment
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to higher demand, and higher demand to greater participation. Thus, as a ‘‘natural’’ consequence

of the invisible hand operating unencumbered by state regulation, ‘‘over time, the diversity of the

religious market will reflect the very diversity of the population itself ’’.29

Where religious monopoly does not exist, this is not attributable to homogenous tastes or

preferences but, rather, state coercion: ‘from Old Testament Israel to contemporary Iran, religious

uniformity has arrived at the edge of the sword, and only the sword has sufficed to maintain it’

(Iannaccone, 1991, p. 159). Removal of the ‘sword’ enables a pluralistic, competitive market to

develop, often with alacrity as the ‘deregulation’ of religion in former Soviet bloc communist nations

shows. The ‘capital requirements and start-up costs for new religions are virtually nil’ (ibid.).

Deregulation ‘opens the floodgates of religious innovation’ (Iannaccone, Finke and Stark, 1997,

p. 358) enabling a plethora of willing religious suppliers to meet what, hitherto, has been an

inadequately satisfied consumer demand for religious goods.

The state, contends RMM scholars, should be wary of regulating religion by endorsing a single

church or faith. To the extent the religious market is already monopolised, the state should act to

deregulate it by abolishing any state religion and lowering the barriers to entry to newcomers.

Governments should avoid unnecessary regulation – either negative (in the form of restrictions upon

religion, or in economic terms, ‘taxes’) or positive (the promotion of religion, or ‘subsidies’)

(McConnell and Posner, 1989, p. 2).

Critique

Incongruous nonsense?
The ‘new paradigm’ and its principal constituents, the RMM and RCT, have not escaped vigorous

attack. It represents, according to Bruce (1999, p. 1), its most trenchant critic, ‘the malign influence

of a small clique of U.S. sociologists of religion.’ Aside from a certain irritation at the ‘invasion’ of

sociology from the ne’er-do-well economist, there is, I suspect, a visceral abhorrence of the treat-

ment of religion as just another product, susceptible to economic scrutiny. One can almost hear the

pain in their voices when Stark and Finke (2002, p. 32) lambast the critics who have ‘misrepre-

sented’ their work ‘as a descent into vulgar materialism with utter disregard for the sacred aspects of

faith’.30

For opponents of the new paradigm, the application of the economic model to such a subtle

phenomenon as religion remains incongruous, if not plain nonsense. Can one sensibly speak of

religious ‘firms’ supplying spiritual ‘goods’ to ‘consumers’? Critics of the supply-side approach would

no doubt concur with this quip by economist Franklin Fisher (1979, p. 8): ‘A little economics is a

dangerous thing. What is true about a lot of economics, I am not prepared to say.’ For others, the

approach is overly simplistic or reductionist – a ‘proper sociological framework’ is required and one

must undertake ‘an analysis of the actual market structure – that is, the structure of the cultural

economy, not simply the religious economy. Religious economies are always embedded’ (Lechner,

1996, pp. 253, 262).

29 The phrases quoted are from Finke (1990, pp. 621–2).

30 To identify the religious with the spiritual and not the material world is itself problematic. Chang (2003,
p. 129) puts it well: ‘If one accepts a religious world view that seeks to engage and transform the world, then
it follows that pragmatism and entrepreneuralism are consequences of that religious spirit and cannot be
categorized as inherently secular.’
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Rationality revisited
The RMM fits nicely into liberal, individualistic notions of personhood where faith is typically seen

by liberals as another personal preference or hobby31 (see Carter (1993)) – a matter of individual

choice by the detached, ‘unencumbered self’ (Sandel, 1984, p. 4). A capstone of the religious

economies approach is RCT – the notion that people rationally choose their religion. Stark and

Finke delineate a concept of rationality they call ‘subjective rationality’: ‘Within the limits of their

information, restricted by available options, guided by their preferences and tastes, humans attempt

to make rational choices.’ The phrase ‘attempt to make rational choices’ means people ‘will attempt

to follow the dictates of reason in an effort to achieve their desired goals’ (2000, p. 38).

Stark and Finke thus adopt a teleological form of rational action. Here, ‘action is typified by

means-end rationality; utilitarianism is the best known example . . . It is a rationality of means. Ends

are given, and thus potentially irrational; rationality involves the careful calculation of the most

efficient means to reach them’ (Spickard, 1998, p. 103). As Stark and Finke elaborate (2000, p. 39):

‘Rationality has nothing to do with the goals which [people] pursue but only with the means they use

to achieve them.’ This corresponds with Weber’s concept, zweckrational – ‘goal-rational action’ or

‘instrumental rationality’ (Spickard, 1998, p. 103). Interestingly, however, according to Stephen

Sharot (2003, p. 430), Weber considered zweckrational ‘to be inimical to religious action which he

analysed in terms of wertrational.’ Sharot continues (ibid.): ‘Unlike zweckrational action, where the

actor weighs the relative desirability of alternative ends in relationship to the costs which each end

involves, in wertrational action the actor pursues a value regardless of the costs it may involve in

other aspects of life.’ Deontological action is wertrational. This ‘value rationality’ grounds conduct in

some transcendent value or ideal which must be followed without regard to the benefits and costs

(Spickard, 1998, p. 104). Religion appears to better fit the deontological model: following God is a

duty – one must pursue this goal, no matter what the net result of the calculus of costs and benefits

may yield.

But is choice really possible in religion? The ‘Americanness’ of the new paradigm theories is all

too evident here.32 To the extent an individual is ‘embedded’ or ‘situated’ (Sandel, 1984, p. 6), her faith

may reflect little real ‘choice’ on her part. In many countries a person’s religion is effectively chosen

for one by one’s parents, family, tribe and so on. As Bruce (2001b, p. 35) observes: ‘Most people are

born into a particular religion and so thoroughly socialized in it that alternatives are not economiz-

ing opportunities, but implausible heresies.’ Again, the ‘Americanness’ of RCT is highlighted –

freedom of choice and unrestricted opportunity are defining features of ‘the land of the free’.

Empirical verification?
There are, as one would expect, serious misgivings both with the methodologies utilised by the RMM

researchers and about whether the results actually bear out the predictions. There is, critics insist, an

unfortunate reductionism at work once more: ‘we cannot comprehend the changing fortunes of

religion in Europe within such simple principles as those of the supply-side model’ (Bruce, 1999,

p. 115).

Critics of the new paradigm fail to see any clear link between deregulation of religion, religious

competition and religious vitality. The research strategy most often used to validate the RMM has

been to test the relationship between religious pluralism and religious participation – a positive

correlation suggests that the supply-side theorists are right, that competition does foster religious

vitality. Overall, the findings have not been kind to the RMM theorists.

31 Davie (2001, p. 102) comments that religion, in modern Europe, ‘is essentially a leisure activity . . . it takes
place in leisure time and competes alongside a whole variety of other possibilities, many of which
(including shopping) now take place on a Sunday.’

32 On the ‘cultural specificity’ of RCT, see Mellor (2000, p. 286).
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In the ‘breakthrough’ (Yamane, 1997, p. 111) article in the late 1980s (Finke and Stark, 1988)

which analysed census data in the 150 largest U.S. cities in 1906, the relationship between religious

pluralism and religious participation was actually ‘moderately negative’, and the relationship only

became positive when the authors controlled for the percentage of Catholics in each city (Chaves and

Gorski, 2001, p. 265).33

Mark Chaves and Philip Gorski undertook a comprehensive survey of all the published empirical

studies in 2001. They evaluated two kinds of empirical evidence: first, large-N quantitative studies34

and, secondly, comparative and historical evidence drawn mainly from Western Europe and North

America.35 In their words: ‘Our conclusion is simple. The claim that religious pluralism and religious

participation are generally and positively associated with each other – the core empirical hypothesis

of the market approach to the study of religion – is not supported’ (ibid., p. 274). Indeed, the entire

project was called into question (ibid., p. 278):

‘The quest for a general law about the relationship between religious pluralism and religious

participation should be abandoned. The evidence clearly shows that any such general law, to be

accurate, would have to formulated with so many exceptions and qualifications that its claim to

generality or lawfullness would be empty.’

A further body-blow (of the methodological kind) to the religious economy approach was dealt

in 2002. Voas, Olson and Crockett (2002, p. 226) demonstrated that most of what purported to be

empirical findings on the relationship between religious pluralism and religious participation was

‘heavily contaminated’, for the perceived positive correlations might be nothing more than mathe-

matical quirks (‘artifactual effects’) of the way that pluralism and participation were measured.

Undaunted, the research by supply-side scholars continues.36

A recurring conundrum has been how to explain countries that have a monopoly-like religious

marketplace and yet high levels of religious participation in the dominant religion (see Norris and

Inglehart, 2004, p. 229). The RMM theorists’ explanation is readily at hand: ‘Under special circum-

stances, conflict can substitute for competition in generating high levels of religiousness.’ Thus, a

religion may serve as ‘the rallying point for resistance to external repression (as was the case in

Poland)’ and thus ‘a ‘‘monopoly church’’ can generate immense support’ (Stark and Finke, 2000, p. 219).

In response, Daniel Olson levels two damaging criticisms. First, the increase in religious involve-

ment in situations of conflict may point to a causal mechanism that lies more on the demand side

than the supply side. An overall increase in mass attendance (to continue with the Polish example)

‘may lie more in the needs of religious adherents to protect and advance the interests of their

religious and/or social identity’ and not because of the impact ‘of a successful marketing campaign

33 Chaves and Gorski add (p. 267) that to exclude Catholics is ‘not legitimate’ and there is no warrant to
construct ‘an artificial pseudo-denomination’ combining Protestants, Jews and Muslims.

34 A total of 26 published articles and chapters were identified. Ten found a positive relationship; 11 found a
negative relationship and five found mainly null effects. Examination of individual analyses within these
articles revealed some 193 analyses. Of these, ‘only 23 published analyses (12%) yield results that supported
the religious economies claim regarding the positive effects of religious pluralism’ (ibid., p. 265). Even this
figure may be an overstatement since, as Chaves and Gorski (ibid., p. 268), point out, 12 of the remaining 23
studies had improperly controlled for a variable (usually the percent Catholic) and thus their results ‘must be
dismissed as artifactual’. This leaves a mere 11 good positive results, less than 6 per cent of the total (of 193).

35 Studies here include analyses of religion in early modern Europe (ca. 1500–1750) and increases in church
membership in the United States. Chaves and Gorksi conclude (ibid., p. 273): ‘As with the evidence of the
large-N studies, the historical and comparative evidence suggests only that there might be certain times and
places, such as the nineteenth-century United States, or perhaps, post-War Japan . . . where decreased
religious regulation or increased religious pluralism was concomitant with increased religious participa-
tion. This evidence cannot be made to support the universalistic ambitions of market models of religion.’

36 See, e.g., Montgomery (2003) (product-differentiation framework developed to test the RMM).
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and increased supply of masses scheduled by innovative and vigorous Catholic priests’ (Olson, 2002,

pp. 145, 153, 159). As others have pointed out, religion in some regions may assume the function of

‘collective identity formation’ and operate as a ‘cultural defence’ (Casanova, 2003, p. 25). As Gorski

(2003, p. 119) suggests, in many times and places ‘sociopolitical opposition was expressed through

religion rather than against it’. In a study of the three Baltic states and the four Nordic countries,

Bruce found that the most ‘religious’ nations had the greatest degree of internal religious homo-

geneity. They also experienced the greatest threat to national identity. For Bruce (2002, p. 169): ‘The

strength of religion seems related to its place at the heart of national identity.’

Second, the religious conflict exception threatens to undermine the supposed generality of entire

model: ‘the notion of religious conflict is brought in on an ad hoc and unsystematic basis (e.g. Ireland,

Quebec, Poland, Iran) to bail out the theory when predictions based on religious competition appear

unsupportable’ (Olson, 2002, p. 159). Chaves and Gorski (2001, p. 271) concur: ‘a market explanation

supplemented by qualifications of this sort is difficult to distinguish from more traditional explana-

tions of religious change which focus on the interaction between religious and political conflict, and

cleavages of confession, class and ideology.’

As Pippa Norris and Ronald Inglehart (2004, pp. 24, 216) note, the RMM works well for the United

States, but not for Europe, nor for other world religions, nor in other parts of the world. José Casanova

makes an entirely salutary point that it may be time to abandon the claims of both the European

secularisation and U.S. supply-side theorists that each approach represents the norm (and the

approach of the other is the ‘exceptionalism’). Rather, ‘both the European and American experiences

are exceptional and unique and neither serves as a model of development for other parts of the world

which also follow their own exceptional and unique path’ (2003, pp. 21–22).

Conclusion

The focus of this paper has been to evaluate a strand, the religious market model, within a subfield

(the economic analysis of religion) of the broader study of economics and religion. The RMM and

RCT approaches offer a fresh way to view and study religion (Chaves and Gorski, 2001, p. 277). In

their enthusiasm, however, their proponents have, I suggest, over-stated their claims. They have lost

sight of injunctions like those of Fisher (1979, p. 33) that caution ‘economists and others’ to approach

public policy problems ‘with a certain humility’. For one thing, these approaches can hardly be

described as constituting a new ‘paradigm’. A paradigm, by definition, represents a successful and

comprehensive framework, one that supplants the old one. It cannot be said the RCT and RMM

approaches have vanquished their rivals. To use its own economic terminology, they have not

acquired a dominant position let alone a monopoly. ‘Traditional secularization theory is now widely

challenged, but no single theoretical framework has yet won general acceptance to replace it’ (Norris

and Inglehart, 2004, p. 11). The market for analytical frameworks for the study of religion remains

competitive.

Perhaps the RCT and RMM approaches might be better described as constituting a ‘research

program’ (Jelen, 2002, p. 188). Indeed, in retrospective, it may have been wiser not to have used the

term ‘paradigm’ at all. As Davie notes (2003, p. 70), the use of the label had the effect of turning the

debate in a sort of ‘sociological fight to the death in which one paradigm has to emerge the winner’. If

seen instead as theories or approaches, the analytical frameworks may yet cast useful light on the

entire subject matter. While its claims may be somewhat exaggerated, it would be wrong to dismiss

the RMM and RCT as ‘beyond redemption’ (Bruce, 2002, p. 182), some curiosum lacking any

explanatory or predictive virtue. I agree with James Spickard (1998, p. 111) that:

‘It has brought us new questions, new data, and a new image of the role of religion in social life;

all these deserve praise. Sooner or later its limitations will become apparent and, like past
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approaches, it will become stale. Until then, it is worth pursuing – as long as we remember the

level on which it works.’37

It would seem wise not to throw the baby out with the bathwater. Extant empirical research on

religious markets has failed to bear out its proponents’ rather bold claims, yet, as Chaves and Gorski

console (2001, pp. 277–278), these ‘weaknesses . . . are not endemic to the concept of religious

competition or to the use of economic theory’. They continue: ‘New investigations of religious

competition are likely to be valuable if they take more seriously the social and historical context in

which competition occurs. . . . [the researchers] should use a more conceptually adequate analytical

framework.’ Quite so. There is, for example, no need to cling tenaciously to the assumption that

religious demand is constant across nations, cultures and over time. The RMM could relax its self-

imposed demand-side constraint and acknowledge that demand and supply are dynamically inter-

woven (Jelen, 2002, p. 196).38 Such a move would also make it clear that the RMM is more than

simply a supply-side model (Jelen, 2002, p. 197). Chaves and Gorski suggest that future research

recognise at least two qualitatively different kinds of religious competition. In contexts where

religious bodies depend upon private support, religions will compete for people’s support within

larger arenas including such disparate rivals as ‘mass entertainment, sports teams, political parties’.

In situations where religious affiliation more resembles modern citizenship than it does member-

ship of a voluntary association, religion often becomes intertwined with ‘conflict between states,

classes and national or ethnic groupings’. Here, religious ties become markers of non-religious

allegiances and religious rivalry entails ‘struggles over cultural, political, and territorial influence

and power’ (2001, p. 278).

Now, to enhance the modelling to take into account the relevant institutional, social and cultural

nuances is undoubtedly difficult. Moreover, the resultant complexity of any model sophisticated

enough accurately to reflect the relevant cultural subtleties may well detract from its usefulness.39

The task ahead then is, to put it mildly, demanding. Whether Stark et al. are up to the challenge

remains to be seen.
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